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Sun's Java Studio Creator (formerly Project Rave) offers you a remarkably productive visual environment for building, integrating, and delivering business-critical applications. Direct from Sun,   				Java  			(TM)  				Studio Creator Field Guide  			 is your definitive guide to Java Studio Creator. Leading Java platform instructors and consultants Gail and Paul Anderson help you use Java Studio Creator to simplify and accelerate your entire development process.

One step at a time, the Andersons walk you through

	
    Mastering Java Studio Creator's interface and workflow

    
	
    Simplifying Web development with JavaServer(TM) Faces components, validators, and data converters

    
	
    Controlling Web application page flow with the Page Navigation editor

    
	
    Building Creator projects with JavaBeans(TM) components

    
	
    Accessing Web services using XML-based open standards: a case study using Google Web Service APIs

    
	
    Using databases and data-aware components--including detailed coverage of new JDBC(TM) RowSets

    
	
    Customizing applications: localization, internationalization, and custom validation

    
	
    Debugging with Creator's built-in debugger

    


With Java Studio Creator and this book, you'll spend less time on application "plumbing"--leaving more time for the high-value tasks you really care about. Simply put, you'll get more done, faster...and have more fun doing it.
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Windows Internals, Part 2: Covering Windows Server 2008 R2 and Windows 7Microsoft Press, 2012

	
	
		Windows Internals, Sixth Edition is intended for advanced computer professionals
	
		(both developers and system administrators) who want to understand how the
	
		core components of the Microsoft Windows 7 and Windows Server 2008 R2 operating
	
		systems work internally. With this knowledge, developers can better comprehend...
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AutoCAD LT 2006: The Definitive Guide (Wordware Applications Library)Jones and Bartlett Publishers, 2005
AutoCAD LT 2006: The Definitive Guide introduces the newest version of AutoCAD LT and guides the reader through tutorials for creating landscape drawings and electrical schematics. The tutorials demonstrate setting up new drawings and using basic drawing and editing commands, and then progress to intermediate concepts such as dimensioning, block...
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Programming for PaaSO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) is gaining serious traction among web and mobile developers, but as new PaaS providers emerge and existing vendors upgrade their features, it’s hard to keep track of what PaaS has to offer. This thorough introduction takes you through the PaaS model from a developer’s point of view, and breaks...
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Sas 9.1 Language Reference ConceptsSAS Institute, 2004
This title comprehensively documents essential concepts for SAS features, the DATA step, and SAS files, including general BASE SAS concepts, BASE SAS DATA, BASE SAS file concepts, and much more.

Base SAS software enables you to bring all your data into a single system. This title comprehensively documents essential concepts for SAS...
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Catastrophe Disentanglement : Getting Software Projects Back on TrackAddison Wesley, 2006
“There are many books available on software risks and software failures. There are very few books that provide step-by-step information on getting troubled software projects back on track. This book provides detailed guidelines for software project recovery. Some of the steps the author recommends may be unpleasant,...
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Computational Molecular Dynamics: Challenges, Methods, Ideas: Proceeding of the 2nd International SymposiumSpringer, 1998

	On May 21-24, 1997 the Second International Symposium on Algorithms for Macromolecular Modelling was held at the Konrad Zuse Zentrum in Berlin. The event brought together computational scientists in fields like biochemistry, biophysics, physical chemistry, or statistical physics and numerical analysts as well as computer scientists working on...
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